Guidelines for Cuba slide show

This project will be due_______________. It is worth_______points.

You will be allowed to work in pairs to create your slide show.
The following is a checklist of information that should appear within the slides.

____ introductory country slide
____ name of leader
____ kind of government
____ where Cuba is located
____ population of the country
____ money used and its equivalent in dollars
____ name of the capital and its population
____ geographical features
____ heritage of the people
____ products the country exports
____ popular sports and other activities
____ typical foods eaten
____ typical dance and music styles
____ examples of art and architecture
____ two famous Cubans and why
____ religions practiced

____ Each slide should be accompanied by a relevant picture.
____ All text within the slide must be in Spanish.
____ Remember that when using pictures from internet sources, for that use to be legal, written permission must be obtained from each source. When requesting permission, email the webmaster and explain who you are and why you would like to use their pictures. Save the email that permits you to use the source.

Your presentation will be graded based upon the following criteria:
____ content of the slides (implies quality and accuracy of the information presented and use of relevant vocabulary learned in this lesson)
____ grammatical accuracy (sentence structure, accentuation and typographical accuracy)
____ logical order in presentation of slides
____ individual slide composition and organization
____ your presentation of your slide show
____ inclusion of a bibliography of sources and any necessary permission letters or emails to use pictures. The bibliography may appear as the last slide in your presentation.
____ inclusion of a printed copy (black and white is fine) of your entire slide show. This will allow me to provide feedback on individual slides.